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shruti haasan will next be seen in mani ratnam's next – simhadri.
while this is a remake of the bollywood film shahenshah, the film

had its own inception. the screenplay is by the writer behind
both aayirathil oruvan and thalaivan and dialogues are co-written
by lyricist vairamuthu. thalaivi ramesh, who has acted in over 50

films as heroine in tamil, malayalam and telugu, is an
accomplished singer. she is currently part of a super-duo, thalaivi

ramesh and thalaivasu , which includes renowned actor arun
vijay. they started their music career as singers in the 2001 film

idhayathri and later launched their own production house,
thalaivasu creations. thalaivasu creations is the production

company behind the viral hit thalaivi ramesh v/s thalaivasu song
and thalaivi ramesh & thalaivasu have also sung for bhavani ips

and have sung for the music of many tamil movies including
eppadi kaalai, pazhanadi, thalaivan and kadhal karangal.

thalaivaasu also composed the title track of both the films and
the anthem for the film iru thaai. thalaivasu creations have also

produced films such as kalavar mannippu, sargam, bobbili
express, minnale, marama mappillai and killer. their latest

release is billa, which is a tamil remake of the telugu blockbuster
kokkadiswamy. the film is a laugh riot with elements of humour,
action and romance. director k. balachander is also producing

the film. thalaivasu have also produced the kanna film from the
novel of the same name. speaking of the new film, actress

thalaivasu said in a press statement that the film is a fun ride.
kanna will feature yami gautam, who had earlier essayed the

female lead in yathrakkaga, in her debut film. this film is set to
release at the end of the month of june.
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while the duo
were shooting

iyarkai, vishal, in
an interview had

said that he would
like to act in two
to three films a

year for the next
three to four
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years. in august,
he had completed
the first part of an
action thriller set
in mumbai, vishal

krishna. it is
helmed by

abhinay deo and
also stars akshay
kumar and aditi

rao hydari. vishal
is yet to announce
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which of the two
parts will be the

next film. the
actor had

reportedly said in
an interaction with

etimes, i always
call sp jananathan

as captain, and
use to admire his
sincereness. sp

jananathan's loss
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is a big loss for me
and the industry.

we were in
discussion to do a

sequel of the
national award-

winning film
iyarkai after the

director's current
film laabam

starring vijay
sethupathi. we
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had also planned
to shoot for iyarkai
2 in fiji or norway.

his films,
especially e,

peranmai and
purampokku

engira
podhuvudamai,

reflected his belief
in communism. he

also believed in
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direct
communication of
his political ideas

in his films instead
of using indirect

narrative
techniques to

make his point.
one of the most

talked about
scenes written by

him was in
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peraanmai where
the hero, a young

tribal forest
officer, teaches

young urban
women about the

marxist
perspective of how

the profit is
extracted from the
labour of human
beings. he was
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also fascinated by
tamil history and

culture. in
purampokku

engira
podhuvudamai,
the protagonist
who is on death
row says that a

'tamil nation' will
not be possible if

it doesn't take into
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account class
contradictions.
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